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Introduction
All over the world, Forensic Geneticists use short tandem Repeats (stRs) in the resolution of all kind of cases, being the most important tool in paternity investigation. However, there are cases where stRs usually used in routine analysis are not sufficient for the emission of a report. this is usually derived from the existence of genetic inconsistencies between alleged father and child, derived from meiotic mutation [1] or even from standard technologies used [2] , resulting in low paternity indexes and paternity probabilities. In response to this problem, geneticists tend to raise the number, and sometimes the kind, of loci studied in order to raise the confidence of the results obtained, studying a larger number of autosomic stRs, besides X-stRs and Y-stRs whenever possible. nevertheless, this resource is always subjected to the same problems that originated their use, that is, there could be some genetic inconsistencies between the alleged father and the child in the new loci studied, derived from the relatively high mutation rates of some stRs [3] .
In the past years there has been a growing interest in the use of snPs in several areas of biological sciences, not being exception the field of Forensic Genetics. this is mainly due to the characteristics of these polymorphisms: i) their short amplicon sizes, ii) the available high throughput genotyping technologies, and, especially, iii) its very low mutation rate, 100 thousand times lower than the conventionally analyzed polymorphisms, stRs [4] . these characteristics makes snPs very suitable for genetic identification studies and, therefore, for paternity testing. this study, in continuity of previous work [5] , intended to examine a set of 20 autosomal snPs, selected from the 52-plex developed by sanchez et. al and the snPforID consortium for human identification [6] , and to study its usefulness as supplementary markers in investigation of paternity cases, as other authors demonstrated for the complete 52 snP-Plex [7, 8] .
Material and Methods
With the use of snPforID browser [9] , we designed two 10-plexes to analyze a total of 20 snPs by snaPshot® methodology (Applied Biosystem). the snPs chosen from the 52 previously studied by the consortium were the ones expected to have an allelic frequency closer to 0.5 in the Portuguese population, mainly south-Portugal resident population based on previously studies in the spanish Galicia population. Loci studied were the following: rs1490413; rs1029047; rs763869; rs735155; rs2107612; rs1454361; rs2111980; rs1005533; rs8037429; rs891700; rs2046361; rs717302; rs1886510; rs729172; rs1024116; rs1463729; rs2076848; rs1355366; rs907100; and, rs737681.
to test the behavior of the selected loci, we investigated 50 paternity cases, with different ethnic-geographical background, previously examined in routine analysis with standard stR methodologies (Promega PowerPlex® 16 and Applied Biosystems AmpFlstR® Identifiler® using the manufacturer instructions). snP loci were amplified in two 10-plexes using sanchez et. al [6] conditions. Products of snP amplification, as stR amplification, were analyzed in 3130/3130xl Genetic Analyzers with Genemapper® ID software v3.2 (Applied Biosystems).
Results
From the analysis of studied cases with snPs, there was an agreement with the results obtained by stR analysis in exclusion and non-exclusion cases, as can be exemplified in figures 1 to 4. Figures 1 and 2 show the same paternity with two alleged fathers, where alleged father 2 is excluded from paternity in stR analysis (figure 1) as in snP study (figure 2). similarly, figures 3 and 4 illustrate another paternity case, also with two alleged fathers, where alleged father 1 is excluded from paternity in stR analysis but not alleged father 2 (figure 3), the snP loci showing the same results (figure 4). However, there was one case where it was not possible to exclude the alleged father with snP analysis. In paternity exclusion cases, between one and seven incompatibilities were detected for the snPs studied. no mutations were found in this study.
Discussion and Conclusions
this study demonstrates that the analysis of as few as 20 snP loci, with snaPshot® methodology, can be very useful in biological kinship investigation as a complement to standard stR methodologies. only in one paternity exclusion case, no genetic incompatibilities were found between the alleged father and the child. this was probably due to the small number of snPs studied, although this set of snP loci demonstrated to be very useful. this is true even for cases with different ethnic-geographical background, as is the case in our studied population. However it would be an advantage to increase the number of loci to strengthen snP study as a complement methodology. 
